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Where are the Top

innovators
designers

entrepreneurs
Developers
influencers

of tomorrow?



hackathons!
THEY ARE AT



WHAT is a
Hackathon?



Hackathon = Invention + Marathon

The word hackathon is a portmanteau of the words hack 
and marathon, where hack is used in the sense of playful, 
exploratory programming, not its alternate meaning as a 

reference to computer crime. 
— Wikipedia



FRIDAY

Students arrive by bus, train, 
and plane. They pitch ideas 
and form teams organically 
and get straight to work on 
bringing their ideas to life.

Students demo projects 
science-fair style. The top 

hacks demo on stage in front 
of the audience and a panel of 
judges to determine a winner.

SUNDAYSATURDAY

They spend the next 24-36 
hours intensely focused on 
building and designing their 

hack projects. There are breaks 
for meals and fun mini-events.



Science-Fair style expos



expert mentors



WHAT Does a
Hackathon Look Like?





















how popular
are hackathons?



Extremely
and still growing



and many more…

The universities
Hackathons are hosted at the best technology schools in the world. 

Here is just a small sampling of our host schools:



HACKATHONS IN 10 COUNTRIES

150



50,000
STUDENT PARTICIPANTS



10,000+
IDEAS BROUGHT TO LIFE



The sponsors
The world’s top brands participate as sponsors at our hackathons. 

Many sponsors send mentors and recruiters.



Why are hackathons
important for _______?



Why are hackathons 
important for organizers?



skills organizers learn
Student organizers gain experience planning a large scale 

event and collaborating with many stakeholders.

managing and 
participating 

on a team

fundraising marketingevent planning 
and logistics

interacting with 
corporations on a 
professional level

managing 
finances



Why are hackathons 
important for hackers?



real world experience

Students have a chance to work on real projects, using real 
technologies, that solve real problems. Hackathons help 
prepare students for their entrance into the workforce by 
introducing them the skills necessary for developers. In 

addition, the environment at hackathons is very similar to 
the work environment at many technology startups.



new friends

When a room is filled with like-minded and highly motivated 
students working together to solve a problem for a 

weekend, it is inevitable for friendships to be formed. 
Students meet other students from around the world and 

many work together on projects after the hackathon.



industry connections

Students are given a chance to interact with representatives 
from the world’s top brands. Sponsors send representatives 

and professional mentors to hackathons.



Winter 2015 Hacker Survey

25%

50%

75%

100%

56%63%

Attendees Who 
Included Projects 

Made at Hackathons 
on Their Resume

Attendees Who Believe 
Their Projects Improved 

Their Position With 
Their Employer



a Fun and Educational Weekend

Students get to learn to program, eat for free, receive 
professional mentorship, and students are given the tools 

they need to build their dreams. All while having fun!



Motivation

What happens after the hackathon is just as important as 
the event itself. A hackathon leaves a student body 

invigorated and eager to spend their free time working 
together on projects. Not only do students attend more 

hackathons and win more prizes at them, students are more 
motivated to sacrifice their free time to learn more about 
computer science and work on projects with their peers.



In Nottingham, supporting hackathons was originally about supporting 

the enthusiasm and potential of our students — they were making, 

building, and innovating in their own time, and so we simply facilitated 

this student culture with budget and space. Since then, we've moved 

towards officially recognising independent work that demonstrates 

strong computer science skills, by producing a module to give credits 

for strong portfolios. Together, these have energised our student 

culture, encouraged independent study, taken our students around the 

world, and led them into great job opportunities. But first, all we did 

was say "Yes — let's do this." 
— Dr. Max L. Wilson (University of Nottingham)



preparation for careers

At hackathons, students learn skills directly needed for 
technical careers. Students have a chance to learn both 

technical and soft skills through the process of working on a 
team to build innovative new solutions to problems, often 

using new technologies.



Some Projects Go On 
To Do Great Things…



workflow
Workflow went from an app built at the University of 

Michigan's hackathon to one of the top apps in the iOS app 
store. It has been covered by the Wall Street Journal and The 

Verge and won Apple's Design Award in 2015. Two team 
members were later awarded the Thiel Fellowship to further 

develop Workflow.



cosmos browser
Cosmos Browser, an app allowing individuals in third-world 
countries to connect to the internet through text messages, 

was also built in 36 hours at the University of Michigan's 
hackathon and funded not long after. Cosmos has been 

extensively covered by news sites like FastCompany, Engadget, 
and The Smithsonian Magazine, and it is part of the 2015 

batch in Techstars Startup Accelerator.



groupme
GroupMe, a group messaging app, was created at a hackathon 

and purchased a year later by Microsoft for $85 million.



Why are hackathons
important for schools?



the best way to improve 
a school’s CS Program



Media Attention

Hackathons attract a lot of media attention (NYTimes, WSJ, 
LATimes), which benefits both students and schools. Students 
get to showcase their projects for a national audience, while 

schools gain prestige and advertise their cutting-edge 
programs.



the new york times



The Wall Street Journal



The LA Times



corporate partnerships

As hackathons bring sponsoring companies onto their college 
campuses, more companies are introduced to that college. 

Computer science faculty get a chance to meet, interact with, 
and develop relationships with professionals at the cutting 

edge of technology. The fact that a school allows their 
students to run a hackathon shows that a school is devoted to 

staying on the forefront of technology education and 
empowering their students to lead the charge.



oculus vr + University of maryland

After attending the University of Maryland’s hackathon, 
talking with students and faculty, and touring the facilities, the 

CEO of Oculus VR made a $31 million donation.





college admissions

The impact of a school's hackathon on a high school student's 
life greatly affects a student's college application decisions. 

Students will always remember the college their favorite 
hackathon took place at.



The University of Michigan

Going to MHacks while in high school was a huge factor in me 
deciding to go to Michigan for the next four years. Seeing the 
energy and entrepreneurial spirit first-hand was more than 
any college tour could possibly demonstrate. 

— Michael Mattheakis (Class of 2018)



MLH Fall 2014 Season Ranking



Why are hackathons
important for
the industry?



Preparing the Next Generation

There are not nearly enough trained computer scientists to 
fulfill the need for programmers. According to Code.org, 

there will be 1,000,000 more computing jobs than computer 
science students by 2020. Computer science can be 

intimidating, and hackathons have done a great job of 
encouraging people to learn to code and enter the field.



Diversity

Many hackathons work hard to encourage students of all 
demographics to attend. Without regard to a student's race 

or gender, hackathons are inclusive and remain open for 
any student to attend. One of the most powerful aspects of 

hackathons is their community, which is an important 
aspect with regard to helping under-represented groups feel 

welcome.



...the recruitment and retention of women in engineering-
related fields can be increased by providing opportunities to 
develop student-to-student relationships. 

— Akl, Robert G., David Keathly, and Ryan Garlick. "Strategies for Retention and Recruitment of 
Women and Minorities in Computer Science and Engineering." Innovations 2007: World 

Innovations in Engineering Education and Research (2007).



who runs
these hackathons?



students

Most MLH Events are run by student groups on campus. 
Students are tuned in to the needs of their peers and have 

the motivation to spend the time needed to plan an 
incredible event. However, students are not alone in their 

hackathon planning endeavors. All MLH-sanctioned events 
receive continual oversight and help.



faculty

Organizers also work closely with school administrators and 
faculty members to ensure the success of their hackathon. 
Frequent communication between the student-organizers 

and a school’s administration is critical.



Major League Hacking

MLH provides resources for hackathon organizers such as 1-
on-1 mentorship sessions, promotion of the event, and on-
site support from an officially trained MLH representative. 

Run almost completely by individuals with prior experience 
organizing hackathons and attending hackathons as 

sponsors, MLH ensures that student organizers are given 
expert help to guarantee the success of their event. MLH 

facilitates a link between the technology industry and 
collegiate education.



WHAT is
Major League Hacking?





The Official Student 
Hackathon League



powered by



What do you need
to host a hackathon?





Three Main Necessities

food powerwifi



be sure to verify 
the venue with a 

fire marshall



how long does it take
to plan a hackathon?



Most Hackathons 

are planned 

in 4-6 Months





Thank You

Please contact hi@mlh.io if you have any unanswered questions
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